The Nativity is closely related to three other biblical scenes depicted on Chinese export porcelain, namely, the Crucifixion (Figures 3, 5 
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The notes for this article begin on page 175. have a simple spearhead border. Altogether eight border varieties are known.
The Nativity, the Crucifixion, and the Resurrection in encre de chine are relatively common and represented in several collections of chine de commande in the United States and in Europe.3 The polychrome Ascension, however, is encountered much less frequently. The first three scenes also exist in enameled versions, though examples are rare.4
Encre de chine, with its thin lines of black enamel, was an excellent medium for the Chinese painter copying European engravings and etchings. And these pieces of porcelain, with their comparable style of painting, subject matter, and border designs clearly were made after prints. But which prints? Many researchers have tried to find the sources for these decorations, but in vain.
Sometimes, however, one is lucky. A private collector in the Netherlands kindly shared with me his find of a small Lutheran Bible containing illustrations by the well-known engraver Jan Luyken that perfectly match the four decorations mentioned above (Figures 2, 4, 7, 9).5 There is no doubt: these were the prints that were copied onto porcelain. And it is clear how faithfully the Chinese painter followed these models. Jan Luyken (1649-1712) and his son Caspar (1672-1708) were among the most prolific Dutch graphic artists in Amsterdam about 1700. The devoutJan illustrated many editions of the Bible and other religious publications.6 In 1680 he made a series of twenty-four prints of New Testament scenes that became very popular. In 1712 these were followed by eighteen prints illustrating scenes from the Old Testament, a series that was equally successful. Together the prints were used, with some minor alterations, to illustrate several editions of the Bible, among them a cheap octavo one. This became a sort of common people's Bible and was reprinted again and again, even into the nineteenth century. Therefore the copperplates for printing the illustrations from had to be reworked from time to time, explaining small differences in the prints. 
